
While we have had some recent growing pains in the distribution of our products, we  

continue to believe in providing the highest quality whole food nutrition to dogs and cats. 

With this in mind, after listening to clinics and pet owners and working with a variety of  

experts, we are making some changes to our wet diets.  As part of our commitment to  

integrity and transparency, we are providing this update on the following changes:

 • The Canine Growth/Sensitive GI wet diet has a different protein source:

 Now contains turkey rather than pork, the same protein source as the dry diet.

 •Adjustments have been made to diets to meet the AAFCO 2018 nutrient  

  requirement recommendations.

 • Marine microalgae, a unique vegetable source of EPA/DHA, is being used instead of  

	 	 fish	oil	in	Rayne	diets,	with	the	following	benefits:

Reduces the chance of protein contamination for very sensitive food allergic pets. 

 In the Healthy Reduction-MCS dry diet, the EPA/DHA levels have increased  

   without altering fat content or caloric density

 • Feline wet food containers – an exciting change!

Will now be in cans instead of the foil-topped tins, which should help to eliminate   

   issues with broken seals from transport.

All canned foods will be now be produced by a trusted facility in the United States,  

   which has already been producing some of our novel protein diets.

 • Changes in can sizes:

Canine wet diets – new cans will be 369g vs current cans at 400g   
Feline wet diets – new cans will be 156g cans vs the current trays at 100g  
We will be adjusting the feeding amounts/guidelines accordingly

	 •	Changes	in	appearance,	texture	or	consistency	of	wet	diets	made	in	North	America	 

	 	 may	be	seen	when	compared	to	the	previous	diets	made	in	Australia:

The new manufacturing facility may use different temperatures at mixing and filling    

   than the previous facility, which are the main reasons for changes in texture or colour  

   and also for the improvement in consistency.

Note: some pets may initially reject the new diet because of the differences and owners 

may have questions about the difference in appearance. Please consider reaching out to 

your clients who are feeding their pets Rayne wet diets to let them know that when they are 

ordering new food, they should allow for the proper transition time to the new diet. 

If you have any questions or need further assistance, please contact your Rayne  

representative or contact customer service at info@raynecanada.ca or at 855-850-1410.


